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Seeing someone in pain triggers a specific brain response, which is

called “pain empathy.” In the present article, we examined this brain

response in children, teenagers, and adults. We found that children’s

brain response was of a certain type (called alpha power increase),

whereas adults’ brain response was of a di�erent type (called alpha

power decrease). What we found particularly interesting was that

teenagers’ brain responses included both types: alpha power increase

and alpha power decrease. This suggests that the brain’s response

to others’ pain changes in the course of human development. This

study brings up two fascinating questions for future studies: (1)

Why do the brains of children, teenagers, and adults respond in

very di�erent activation patterns to the pain of others? (2) What

is the developmental purpose of the change we see as people

get older?
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Figure 1

Figure 1

S1 brain response to
others’ pain. (A) When
seeing someone in
pain, the brain can
respond by an alpha
power increase at
10Hz in the S1 area of
the brain (red circle) or
by an alpha power
decrease at 7Hz in the
S1 area (blue circle). (B)
But, when the other is
not in pain, the brain
does not respond in
either of those two
response types.

BRAIN RESPONSE TO PAIN: THE ALPHA BRAIN RHYTHM

In our previous article in Frontiers for Young Minds [1], we talked about
the brain response to the pain of others (also called “pain empathy”)

EMPATHY

The ability to feel or
understand the
experience of
another person. and showed that it can be measured in the brains of teenagers. We

showed that a response to the pain of others can be measured in a
brain area that scientists call S1 [2]. S1 can be seen in Figure 1A (redS1

Abbreviation for the
primary somatosensory
cortex, a region in the
brain responsible for
the sensations
(feelings) in the body.

or blue circles in the brain cartoon). What scientists find intriguing is
that S1 is activated both in response to the pain of others, and also
in response to feeling your own pain. To put it in other words, when
you see someone in pain, your brain activates as if you yourself were
in pain. This is why it may feel painful when you see someone else
in pain.

Many research experiments have studied the brain response to others’
pain. One way to look at the brain response to other’s pain is to
examine something called the alpha rhythm. The brain activates its

ALPHA RHYTHM

Brain electrical activity
following a rhythmic
(i.e., oscillatory) pattern
between 7 and 13Hz
(for instance, 1Hz
means once per
second, whereas 7Hz
means eight times
per second).

cells (called neurons) in certain rhythms, and the alpha rhythm is

NEURON

The brain consists of
cells (i.e., a basic
structural unit), and
neurons are the cells
which enable
communication and
activity to occur inside
the brain.

approximately in the frequency between 7 and 13Hz. The neurons
talk to each other so that we can think, feel and make sense of
the world around us. They do so by sending electric signals to each
other. Some of these signals follow a rhythmic (i.e., oscillatory). For
instance, activity at 10Hz (in the range of the alpha rhythm)means that
activity repeats 10 times in each second. The electric activity creates
very weak magnetic fields. The alpha rhythm, as well as other types
of brain activity, can be measured by a machine called MEG. MEG
measures magnetic fields so it can pick up brain activity, such as the
alpha rhythm. In response to certain situations, the alpha rhythm can
either increase (called alphapower increase) or decrease (called alpha
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power decrease) or stay the same [3]. An alpha power increase meansMEG

Abbreviation for
magnetoencephalo-
graphy, which is a
machine that can map
brain activity. It records
the small magnetic
fields produced by the
electrical currents
occurring naturally in
the brain.

ALPHA INCREASE

The instance when the
intensity (i.e., power) of
the alpha
rhythm increases.

ALPHA DECREASE

The instance when the
intensity (i.e., power) of
the alpha
rhythm decreases.

that more neurons activate in the alpha rhythm, and a decrease in
power means that less neurons do so.

The increase or the decrease in power is always in comparison to
a baseline situation. For instance, when we say that alpha power
decreases when someone is awake, this would mean that power is
lower than compared to when that person is asleep–asleep would be
the baseline. Another example: if alpha power decreases when we see
someone in pain, this wouldmean that alpha power is lower compared
with when we see someone who is not in pain. In this example, the
brain response to the person who is not in pain would be the baseline.
Previous studies showed that the decrease and the increase in alpha
power both have di�erent functions. However, scientists have been
working on figuring out the exact meaning of these changes in alpha
power [3]. So, looking at the alpha rhythm is informative for better
understanding how the brain operates in di�erent contexts. Figure 1A
shows that, when seeing someone in pain, the brain can respond by
alpha power increase (red circle) or by alpha power decrease (blue
circle). But when the other is not in pain (Figure 1B), the brain does not
respond with either of the two activation types.

WHAT DIDWE CHECK ANDWHAT DIDWE FIND?

In the present study, we studied the brain response to others’ pain in
children, teenagers and adults. We invited 85 children, 80 teenagers,
and 44 adults to participate in our study. We showed participants
photos of real people in pain, the same way we did in our previous
study published in Frontiers for Young Minds [1]. In Figure 1A, we
used cartoon drawings to show examples of painful and non-painful
pictures. In the real experiment, we used actual photos. While they
were looking at the photos, participants’ brains were examined using
the MEG helmet, as described in the previous section [4].

After the experiment, we looked at the MEG brain measurements: We
were astounded to find very di�erent activation patterns in the brains
of children, teenagers, and adults! Figure 2A shows the activation types
in S1: the red circle in the brain shows alpha power increase, and the
blue circle in the brain shows alpha power decrease. The increase
in alpha power means that when the study participants watched
someone in pain, the alpha rhythmwas stronger compared with when
they watched someonewhowas not in pain. By contrast, the decrease
in alpha power means that when the participants watched someone in
pain, the alpha rhythmwasweaker comparedwith when theywatched
someone who was not in pain. The graph in Figure 2B shows the
brain response in children, teenagers, and adults. Children showed
alpha power increase, teenagers showed both alpha power increase
and alpha power decrease, and adults showed alpha power decrease.
It is very interesting to notice that teenagers show both activation
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Figure 2

Figure 2

Brain response to
others’ pain in children,
teenagers, and adults.
(A) As in Figure 1, the
circles indicate the S1
area of the brain, with
red representing alpha
power increase and
blue representing alpha
power decrease. (B)
The brain responses to
looking at images of
others in pain, in
children, teenagers and
adults. Children
showed only alpha
power increase,
teenagers showed both
alpha power increase
and alpha power
decrease, and adults
showed only alpha
power decrease.

types, the one usually seen in children and the one usually seen
in adults.

WHAT DOES DOOUR FINDINGSMEAN?

Why do teenagers show these two activation types at the same time?
Well, it is because there are di�erent forms of alpha activity (low
alpha frequency at ∼7Hz and high alpha frequency at ∼10Hz). We
found that, for the teenagers, the number of neurons firing at a 7Hz
rhythm (or power) decreases (like in the adults) and the number of
neurons firing (or power) at a 10Hz frequency increases (like in the
children). This suggests that we might be seeing a developmental
process: teenagers’ brain responses seem to be transforming from
the brain responses of children to those of adults. Of course, more
studies are needed in the future to make sure that this is true and to
see whether this process is gradual or happens at a specific age.

At the end of our experiment, we also asked the child and adult
participants to rate how painful it was for them to look at the painful
pictures in the experiment. Most participants said that looking the
pictures was very painful, and we did not find that this rating di�ered
between adults and children. This means that we cannot explain our
brain activation pattern results simply by saying that either children or
adults found the pictures more painful to look at.

WHAT IS NEXT?

What could our findings mean? Well, to be honest, we do not really
know. One possible interpretation that we propose is that adults
naturally activate the S1 area of the brain when responding to the pain
of others. By contrast, children might not activate S1, and perhaps
even inhibit its natural activation. More studies will be needed in the
future to better understand this potential discovery. In science, when
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you discover something, it may take many years until future studies
clarify the meaning of the discovery.

We are currently in the process of planning new experiments, which
could clarify our discovery. First, we plan to study whether our
observation of brain di�erences in children and adults observing
others in pain can be detected by other brain imaging tools besides
the MEG helmet. Other brain imaging tools can show us similar yet
di�erent processes in the brain, and so it is important to repeat our
experiment using these alternative tools. Second, we would like to
collect other forms of self-reports on emotions and on behavior, such
as the willingness to help the people in pain, or whether they recall
having experienced a similar situation in the past We hope that, by
comparing this kind of information to the brain activity information
that we measure, we can eventually understand the remarkable
di�erences that we found between children, teenagers, and adults.
One last point: If this study made you curious about how you, as a
child, respond to others’ pain, and why the way you respond may be
di�erent than the way adults respond—you are more than welcome
to contact me (see below in the section “About the Author”). I would
be very happy to listen to your ideas and thoughts. Your ideas might
eventually lead to new experiments on this topic!
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